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It’s a pleasure for us to welcome you to the 2018 edition of the Pasture Treasures Female
Sale. As we gear up for this sale and reflect back on the year, there are so many positives we
can take from it. Another outstanding spring bull sale run, a much higher than expected
commercial market in all classes, the overwhelming demand for high quality Simmental
Influenced genetics. It will be that much more evident as the fall progresses how the heavy
weight high performance calves on the marketplace will be the ones that demand the
biggest premium. Agriculture always has its challenges, but with that also come some of the
hugest rewards. It’s very gratifying to see the top quality stock demand a premium, and the
breeders that make that investment being rewarded for their hard work and efforts.

Guest Consignors
Stout Brothers Simmentals
Bluffton, AB
Cameron Stout: (403) 963-1034
Mackenzie Stout: (403) 913-9453

We are absolutely thrilled with the offering in this year’s sale. The consignors and ourselves
have dug as deep into our programs as ever before, and there will be cattle that leave a large
void in our own programs. I can’t stress enough the importance of selecting top end cattle to
be offered to represent our programs. It is gratifying to see genetics that carry our prefix go
out and make an impact in the industry. I applaud our consignors for embracing the same
philosophy. One edition to this year’s sale is a few more lots in the frozen goods section. With
regards to the semen packages, we are offering small limited quantities to keep the genetics
somewhat exclusive, but also to share with the industry. The embryo/flush opportunities are
truly unique and very special. As always our sale is heavily influenced with bred heifers, as
that is our program, with a couple front end opens to complete the offering.
This is a family fun event, so plan to join us Friday October 12. Supper is 5:30 with the sale
to follow at 7:00. If you are unable to attend sale day, viewing can be done any time prior to
the sale and any of our sales staff will be more than willing to discuss your needs.
											
						See you there.

SALES STAFF

Auctioneer:
Don Raffan ......................................................... (250) 558-6789
Ringmen:
Dennis Ericson................................................... (780) 352-2336
....................................................................... Cell: (780) 361-9347
Joe Farris.............................................................. (250) 558-8745
Sale Consultants:
Bohrson Marketing
Scott Bohrson.................................................... (403) 370-3010
Darryl Snider ...................................................... (780) 385 5561
Taylor Richards ................................................. (306) 821-4169
Matt Criddle ......................................................... (306)539-6934
Pour informations en francais – Bilingual Agent:
Marc Boisvert..................................................... (819) 395-5502
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Parkhill Ranches
Calgary, AB

Les Duncan: (403) 256-6160

Silver Smith Farms Ltd
Byemoor, AB

Eric & Maureen Smith
(403) 579-2175
Maureen Cell: (403) 321-0501

Rivers Edge Ranch
Rimbey, AB
Corey Scott: (403)783-0686

SALE DAY PHONE
Barn...................... (403) 843-4756 or (403) 843-4757
Dan.........................................................(403) 783-1217
Karen.....................................................(403) 704-4474

Sale Headquarters

Canalta Motel, Rimbey, AB …………1-877-843-3808
Additional Accommodations

Best Western Brimstone Ridge Hotel 1-877-843-2999

“Anchor D Ranch Striving For
Excellence In Livestock Production.”
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

FGAF BARBOSSA

		
HERMANUS
		
PROSTOCK
HUGO 7052T
		
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
		
		
		
ANCHOR T LEGEND 7H
		
FGAF
BARBARELLA 839L
		
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

93 lbs
641 lbs
891 lbs

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ERMINA

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF
BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D DARBY 440C
		
ANCHOR D SASSY 104S
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

93 lbs
641 lbs
891 lbs

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
DORA LEE NATIVE SON
VIRGINIA MS. GERONIMO 69J

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

FGAF RADIOACTIVE

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

85 lbs
753 lbs
1244 lbs

030E

FGAF 030E P1204413 15/01/2017

		
FGAF SELDOM 835L
		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
		
STARWEST
ANGEL
		
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
		

Exclusive
Semen Offering!

544E

ZDS 544E P1217720 23/01/2017

We decided this year due to “Barbossa’s” age that we would only
market one daughter, as we know his time maybe limited with us, and
because he has been used exclusively in the heifer pen, many of the
females bred to him have been sold. Simply we need to add a few
more into our own herd. “Ermina” is the choice to represent him, as
she combines all the great traits that have made him so valuable to our
herd. She is a smooth polled, beautiful profiling heifer that combines
calving ease, performance & longevity. The cow family she comes from
has produced many high sellers in the past, and going back to “Native
Son” adds one more shot of longevity, as he naturally bred until age
13. This is a female I find very difficult to part with, we hope she makes
tons of money for her new owner.
Exposed to Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to
May 25. Observed bred April 4, ultra sound safe due January 14, 2019.
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Video

HOLZBACH
AURIKE
DOUBLE BARD MAKR M PLLED
GRINALTA’S POL FLASH
ANCHOR T METRO 4E
ANCHOR T HELGA 10Y
KLONDIKE ARNIE GNM 250Z
MY FANCY BAR NONE

When I saw “Barbossa” alongside his dam as a calf I had that gut feeling he was
something special. We were fortunate enough to purchase him as a 9 month old
calf, and watch him develop into the breeding masterpiece he has become today.
“Barbossa” truly is in a league of his own. He has been our go to guy now for so
many years in the heifer pen, and when I use the term “bomb proof” I don’t use
it lightly, but he truly is as “bomb proof” of calving bull as we have ever owned.
“Barbossa” will be 9 years old next spring and will still be given a large pen to
service. We didn’t breed as many heifers to him this past year, as we snuck a few
of our favorite cows in his pen as well, hoping to gather a few more daughters
for our own herd. His calving ease is second to none, and he offers so many
other great qualities, however I feel his greatest asset may be his daughters.
They are females that out produce themselves time and time again, with built in
fertility, longevity and many with the bonus of being polled. His dam is also one
of the greats of the breed, still going strong at age 18! We have never marketed
semen on “Barbossa” so the only way to get these genetics is through offspring
or services. We thought it was only appropriate to have him open this year’s sale
catalogue after his huge contribution to our herd.
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Video

707X

FGAF 707X P725835 10/01/2010

OVERHALL HIVY
RAJ MS ARNOLD 21F
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
GIBBY’S RORY 25R
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T
DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
MRLN BARBL

I truly believe you can never not be herd bull shopping. That was the case
when “Radioactive” was up for sale this spring, where he was the high selling
bull at Ferme Gagnon Sale. He is a bull that offers an outcrossed pedigree
for our program. He is blood red, very smooth fronted, with big dark feet, a
powerful cow family and offers the polled gene as well. He was used only
on heifers this year, but I feel he is a bull that will work well on cows too.
In my opinion a great calving ease bull is one of the most difficult things to
source. We want one that calves, but also produces rock stars, that can
stand in with the big performance calves. We feel as though “Radioactive”
may fit that ticket. There will be several heifers bred to him in the sale this
year, but we are also going to offer a limited amount of semen on him. This
will be the only semen marketed on him for the 2019 breeding season. He
will enter stud after the sale, as we have in herd use only on him right now.
Exportable semen will be drawn at Alta Genetics. We will offer 2 packages
of 5 straws each, with the opportunity for the buyer to purchase additional
an additional 5 or 10 straws at the same value.

2018 Female sale
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
BLACK
GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
		
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D NATASHA 137A
		
ANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

94 lbs
589 lbs
847 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ALLEGRO

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
BLACK
GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
		
		
ANCHOR “T” IMPACT 2H
		
EAGLE-RIDGE
TULSA 17T
		
SIMMERON JENESSA 3J
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

108 lbs
649 lbs
929 lbs

ANCHOR D

		
CHAMPS ROMANO
		
VIRGINIA
MARGARITA 427B
		
BEECH BROS JENESSA 45X
		

4
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75 lbs
603 lbs
lbs

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ROOINIK
SIMCANA ALPEN
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
STEWARD
BAR NONE BRITTANY

FULL FLECKVIEH

ELLERY 579E

ZDS 579E 1218455 13/02/2017

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
BLACK
GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

447E

ZDS 447E 1217649 11/01/2017

This is without question one of the toughest heifers we have ever parted
with. I absolutely love everything about this female, then combined with
the fact that she is a limited edition just compounds her value to us.
“Allegro” has had the look from the day she was born, the paint job is
merely a bonus. The pedigree is absolutely loaded from top to bottom.
We were extremely fortunate in the fact that “Moomba” did run heavy
to heifers the first year, with only one bull calf being sold to McManus
Simmentals for $18,000, another 6 this spring averaged $8250. These 3
daughters will be the only three offered for sale, and never duplicated.
Huge value here, take advantage, one of the best females we have ever
offered for sale, and has a uniqueness all of her own.
AI’d to Richmond Regis -507260- April 11. Exposed to Virginia Precision
16C–1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI, due January
21, 2019.
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Video

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ROOINIK
SIMCANA ALPEN
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D AGATHA 6N

“Etasha” comes from one of Mackenzie’s 4-H cows, who to this point
has produced all heifers, so Mackenzie felt that offering one of this cows
daughters for sale would be the right thing to do. Interestingly her sire
“Moomba” is a bull I initially had no plans on selling any daughters on,
as we lost him with no semen bank. This certainly adds value to this
really nice female. She is very eye appealing, with exceptional length,
and a superior cow family to back her up. To me she is going to be a
female that will continue to develop and improve every day. I think her
potential is going to be phenomenal and the mating to “Radioactive”
just seals the whole deal.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25. No
observed breeding, ultra sound safe to mid April breeding, due late
January 2019.

4

Video

ETASHA 437E

MACS 437E 1205274 10/01/2017

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ROOINIK
SIMCANA ALPEN
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
CHAMPS PRICILLA
VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE
EAGLE-RIDGE SARAH 18S

“Ellery” is a female that comes from the same cow family as “Allegro”.
“Ellery’s” grandmother is a full sister to “Tulsa” the dam of “Allegro”.
She is one of the youngest in this years’ sale and is a powerhouse.
We purchased her dam from Virginia Ranch, as the high seller in
the Western Harvest sale a few years ago. She was our pick of the
bred heifers, and has not disappointed. She had a beautiful female in
last years’ sale selling to Star West Farms. As I had stated with the
“Moomba” heifers we originally had no plan to sell any of them but felt
as though they needed to be shared with the industry. I felt as though
“Allegra & Ellery” were complimentary to one another so that’s why
they are in. Once again keep in mind these will be the only ones ever
offered for sale. A true collector’s item.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 25. No
observed breeding, ultra sound safe to mid April breeding, due late
January 2019.

6

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D PAPARAZZI

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR
D AVRIL 354A
		
EAGLE-RIDGE SATIN 24S
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

113 lbs
665 lbs
982 lbs

AI’d March 31 to Anchor D Viper 103W –P716202- Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C–1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 10, 2019.
FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D CASCADE

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D BETH 287B
		
ANCHOR D PIPER 209Y
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

105 lbs
701 lbs
933 lbs

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		

ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
		
ANCHOR
D DULCIE 3X
		
MRLN DULCIE
		

87 lbs
690 lbs
lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
CEN MISS PAISLEY 516P

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELCIE

589E

ZDS 589E 1204625 10/03/2017

ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

558E

ZDS 558E 1218220 28/01/2017

There is little doubt in my mind you will find “Cascade” sale day. This
is a powerhouse that is also extremely eye appealing. Her dam is a
true workhorse, with great lineage, and is sporting a full brother to
“Cascade” that certainly has the look to be one of the feature bulls in
next springs’ bull sale. I think the mating to “Precision” will be totally
awesome. He sired the second high selling sire group this past spring
in the bull sale at $10,250, not shabby for his debut. A heifer calf from
this mating would be great, but a bull calf will absolutely blow your
hair back. We had “Precision” in a different breeding pen this spring
and he’s a crafty bugger when he’s breeding. If you’re not there you
don’t see them get bred. Ultra sounds were done early so we are very
confident on the breeding dates.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400-March 27 to May 25. No
observed breeding, ultra sound safe to late March breeding, due early
January 2019.
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Video

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
ANCHOR “T” IMPACT 2H
EAGLE-RIDGE 101P

“Paparazzi” was actually slated to be sold last year as a calf in the 50/50
sale in Agribition, then we looked at our schedule with fall run, and decided
to opt out. Needless to say she was a standout then and she still is today. I
can’t say enough good things about our “Entourage” daughters, and they
were certainly noticed in last year’s female sale averaging over $9000 as a
sire group. They are phenomenal producers, and are front pasture type cows
as well. The dam of “Paparazzi” is a beautiful “Maximus” daughter from a
cow we purchased from Eagle Ridge tracing back to “Metro, Westdrums
Andrew, Moses & Salamon” impressive to say the least. We sold a full sister
to her in the sale a few years ago, selling to BBBG (the Three Amigo’s) in
Quebec. She more than paid for herself on her first calf. “Paparazzi” is a
donor cow in the making and is bred back the right way as well. She is right
off the top of our herd.

7

Video

463E

ZDS 463E 1217659 12/01/2017

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
BHR DOORN G629E
MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1H
MRLN ROGAR
MRLN DALLI

“Elcie” is the youngest heifer in our offering this year. This has been a
tremendous producing cow family for us, producing the second high
seller 2 years ago selling to Silver Lake Farms, MB and another high
seller in last years’ sale to Gary Waldron, AB. “Elcie” is off of a fabulous
“Jahari” cow that has been rock solid for us. We have dug in deep on
this sale, and a heifer like this may slide a little under the radar. Look
her over but don’t overlook her, this is a very special young heifer with
a bright future. As an added bonus she is one of only a handful bred to
“Barbossa”. Trust me there is extra value to be found here.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 11. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- April
19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January 21, 2019.

2018 Female sale
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D SHAZAM

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF
FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR D MOJITO 108U
VIRGINIA MS TALLULAH

		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR
D BETTANNA 318A
		
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
		

Video
Exclusive
Semen Offering!
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

104 lbs
774 lbs
1260 lbs

I guess everything happens for a reason, “Shazam” was to be lot #3 in this
springs bull sale, however we were forced to pull him from the sale. After
spending an extended time at stud, we brought him home and put him to
work on a late breeding group. We have since decided that he will be added
into our own bull battery. The options he gives us are endless. He boasts the
calving ease and polled factor from the “Barbossa” side. Extra performance
and muscling from “French Attack”. Built in color all the way through the
entire pedigree, loaded with pigmentation, and being a non-dilutor, he will be
used on both Fullbloods and Purebreds. One of “Shazam’s” greatest qualities
is his disposition. We halter broke him in an afternoon, Mackenzie showed
him at YCS, (where he was Reserve National Bull Champion), and to pull him
in to get clipped we just threw a halter on him with his breeding group in the
pasture and led him out. He is straight goods. Semen is stored at Alta Genetics.
We will offer 2 packages of 5 straws each, with the opportunity for the buyer
to purchase an additional 5 or 10 straws at the same value. This will be the
only semen market for the 2019 breeding season.
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELYTA

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		

FGAF
FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

104 lbs
653 lbs
995 lbs

FGAF FRENCH

		
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
		
SIBELLE
DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
SIBELLE GOLDA
		
		
CHAMPS ROMANO
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
		

Exclusive
Semen Offering!
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

6

Pasture

Treasures

106 lbs
768 lbs
1416 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
KYKSO KALGER
RU-DEV JODY
DOUBLE BAR D RUDY 800L
DOUBLE BAR D FERN 19N

It’s always gratifying to see cattle we have sold excel at their new home.
Much is the case with “Elyta’s” sister “Dharma” who was last years’
high selling lot going to Double Bar D Farms, SK. “Dharma” has been
fast tracked to their donor pen and I see no reason why “Elyta” can’t
do the same. Her sire “French Attack” has completely surpassed our
expectations in a very short period of time, although her dam was a
mature cow when she came to us she has been as steady of producer
as we have. She is a cow that works with every sire choice we have
thrown at her. Now to seal this whole deal off keep in mind “Elyta” is
the only “French Attack” female we are offering for sale, and she is
smooth polled too. Being bred to “Radioactive” I can only imagine the
possibilities here. This is a calf I am very anxious to see.
AI’d to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 29. Exposed to FGAF
Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI,
due January 8, 2019.
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Video

496E

ZDS 496E P1217688 18/01/2017

VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
BAR 5 SA KAPTAIN 427R
		
PHS
POLLED TEMPTATION 13T
		
DOUBLE BAR D RUDY 11R
		

Video

318E

ZDS 318E P1204919 06/01/2017

FULL FLECKVIEH

ATTACK 010C

FGAF 010C 1143287 05/01/2015
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97N
PRL HOUSTON 005H
SIBELLE AZALEE
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
CHAMPS PRICILLA
WESTDRUMS ANDREW
ANCHOR “T” BARBI 46K

It’s hard to believe “French Attack” has only been with us for 2 calf
crops. He seems like such an old reliable go to guy in our breeding pens.
Regardless of bulls or heifer calves, they have a look about them that
is undeniably good. His first set of bull calves hit the sale ring this past
spring for us averaging $10,685, and no doubt if “Shazam” would have
been there sale day that number would have been much higher. His
calves have his same incredible laid back attitude, tremendous depth,
length, foot structure, hair and growth. We have sold a limited amount
of semen on him, and decided to offer it somewhat exclusive again
with small minimal packages available. We have decided to sell 2 more
packages of 5 straws this year. This will be the only semen marketed on
him for the 2019 breeding season. The buyer will be given the option to
take an additional 5 per lot at a $50/ straw discount from the purchase
price of the original lot. Semen is exportable – stored at Alta Genetics.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D DESTINY

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
		
SS
SHIRLEY TEMPLE 30S FF
		
SS SHE’S THE ONE 13M
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

94 lbs
641 lbs
854 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EMILY

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		
ANCHOR D BECKETT 286B
		
ANCHOR D BECCA 12Y
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

91 lbs
596 lbs
794 lbs

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
JERICO’S DEIRDRE 21D
ARNI 8M
GREAT GUNS JASMIN 70F

“Destiny” is a larger framed performance heifer, with exceptional length
and a perfect paint job. Her dam has been a very reliable producer for us
in the time we have had her, and always throws performance and style
in her calves. “Destiny” is a female I expect you will appreciate today,
but absolutely adore as she matures. She has been named “Destiny”
for a reason, as I believe greatness is in her future. The mating to
“Radioactive” should be superb. The resulting calf regardless of polled
or horned should be extremely dark red, heavily pigmented, and I feel
the two will really complement each other. This will be a great cross.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25.
Observed bred April 14, ultra sound safe, due January 24, 2019.
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Video

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
EAGLE-RIDGE WONIKA 1W

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EVANGELINE

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		

112 lbs
632 lbs
827 lbs

419E

ZDS 419E 1205270 10/01/2017

		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR
D GINGER 280A
		
ANCHOR D AEGINA 52L
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

371E

ZDS 371E 1204920 06/01/2017

Here is a favorite heifer of mine. “Emily” comes from an extremely
consistent producing cow family, who produced our lead off bull at this
springs bull sale. “Emily” has a sweet disposition, and takes everything
in stride. She is deep bodied, and has the typical easy fleshing ability that
“Intuition” transmits into his offspring. I guarantee if we didn’t have a
production sale this is a female that would be ranked high on my keeper
list, and is a female that will work with such a huge selection of bulls.
As an absolute added bonus she is one of the few mated to “Barbossa”,
this calf should be wicked good. Put a big check mark by her.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred March 31. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January
10, 2019.
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Video

173D

ZDS 173D 1204807 28/12/2016

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
ANCHOR D REMINGTON 154J
RICHMOND MISS IMAGE 21J

This will be a super cow. “Evangeline” won’t be the shiniest prettiest
heifer sale day however she will be an absolute workhorse. This is as
solid of cow family as we own, going back to our good old “Image 21J”
cow. One of the biggest mistakes we have made is not adding this cow
in our donor pen. She was a no miss cow, and every one of her offspring
has risen to the top. This is the same cow family that started Garren’s
cow herd, producing “Tyra” who has been the back bone of herd bulls
like “Churro, Molokai, & Mr. Gibbs”, and the dam of “Evangiline” is
a full sister to “Midas” who sold to Dwayne Horst, ON & the York’s
in Australia. She is bred a bit later, as you can see “Barbossa” was
pulled earlier due to injury. She was in his pen when he was hurt and
we missed pulling her in time, so missed a cycle. Don’t discount her,
very little guess work here, this will be a producer.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 11 to May 25.
Observed bred May 1, ultra sound safe, due February 10, 2019.

2018 Female sale

7

15

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D DEBORAH

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
CANADIAN NEFF
R.H. PATRICIA
ANCHOR D LUTHER
MS PRL FLAURA 192F

		
DORA LEE NATIVE SON
		
ANCHOR
D MESQUITE 72P
		
MS PRL HESHKA 478H
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

100 lbs
565 lbs
907 lbs

One of the unfortunate things about good cows, is they get old.
“Deborah’s” dam is 14 years old, as was her grand dam. Both were
rock solid producers for us. At the time we selected sale heifers, she
looked as though she would be with us for another year, however it
appears that will not be the case, so this will be her last calf. We really
have mixed emotions about parting with “Deborah”, as I know what
the capabilities of this heifer are. I encourage you to look beyond color,
there is zero doubt in my mind for dollars invested this may very well be
the heifer that delivers the largest return. This is the first heifer out of
“Mesquite” that we have ever sold by auction. I really encourage you to
mark “Deborah” high on your list, if producing bulls is your business, she
needs to be a part of your business, as honest of female as you will find.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 17. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- April
19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January 27, 2019.

16

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D VEDALIA

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR D VIDALIA 32U
		
ANCHOR D MESQUITE 72P
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

115 lbs
632 lbs
923 lbs

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D HULA 355X
		
ANCHOR D KATAHULA 75K
		

8

Pasture

Treasures

118 lbs
700 lbs
1031 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
DORA LEE NATIVE SON
MS PRL HESHKA 478H

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EVANNA

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

69E

ZDS 69E 1204823 01/01/2017

“Vedalia” is a fan favorite for sure. I really encourage you to go back
and look at “Deborah” (lot #15) after you look at “Vedalia”. Her dam is
a sister to lot #15, and this is a good example of what this cow family
can produce. I absolutely love the body capacity, the broad top, big
deep rear ¼, hair coat, and the skull structure of this female. She just
has bull producer wrote all over her, which is what this cow family has
done for us time and time again. We do have a few more of these “Epic”
females in the sale this year as we have a number of them producing
in our herd now and they are extremely good. We sold a sister to her a
few years ago in the sale, and Garren bought her so we obviously see
her every day. She has turned into one of his very consistent producing
cows. She’s a dandy.
AI’d to Anchor D Remington 154J -523539- April 12. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 22, 2019.

17

Video

45D

ZDS 45D 1204620 23/12/2016

356E

ZDS 356E 1204913 06/01/2017
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

“Evanna” is the largest framed heifer in this year’s sale, and if you
want power and performance, here it is. She comes from the great
“Star Gazer” cow family, and her dam was a great producer for us
over many years. There is no lack of performance here, as her dam
consistently produced power each and every time. I would throw a
moderate framed deep bodied bull on her, and she will smoke them
out of the park all day long. As I stated earlier our “Epic” daughters in
production are extremely good, and are females that can produce both
outstanding bulls and heifers, and look the part in the process. Great
cow family to back this one.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 5. Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January
15, 2019.

18

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELAINE

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR
D BRISA 305B
		
ANCHOR D PEACH 265U
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

91 lbs
625 lbs
846 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ERIN

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
CEN THROTTLE 502T
		
HEMR WILLOW 17W
		
CEN MISS PAISLEY 516P
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

115 lbs
681 lbs
791 lbs

ANCHOR D EDWINNA

		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR
D ZEON 218Z
		
ANCHOR D NEON 146U
		

106 lbs
668 lbs
959 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
IPU ENDEVOR 75M
CEN MISS NICOLE 513N
SMITHBILT LEVI 501L
CEN MERCEDES 501M

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

561E

ZDS 561E P1218231 31/01/2017

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

543E

ZDS 543E 1217701 20/01/2017

Here is a big time performance heifer. When Heimstra’s dispersed of
their cow herd, we purchased her grandmother “Paisley” as one of our
top picks in their sale. They retained just a handful of cows, and a few
years later we were given the opportunity to purchase the remaining
balance, and “Willow” the dam of “Erin” was in that group. What a great
cow family they have been for us, always producing big performance
cattle with extra growth and stretch. We do have a handful of “Throttle”
daughters in our herd, and I can honestly say this bull was a very wellkept secret. “Erin” won’t be the one that rises to the top sale day, but
I promise will be a steady producer for someone.
AI’d to Richmond Regis -507260- April 3. Exposed to Virginia Precision
16C -1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to exposure breeding,
due February 3, 2019.

20

Video

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
BAR 5 SA HARRACH 801P
BAR 5 SA J-PEACH 410R

“Elaine” is another heifer I am extremely high on. Her dam is a full
sister to our lead off bull from 2 years ago, and I can’t say enough good
things about the “Maximus” daughters. The “Maximus – Epic” cross
has been extremely consistent, and without a doubt one of the best
genetic combinations we’ve had. The “Peach” cow family is small, as
she was the results of an embryo we purchased. Even though she is
the lone ranger in this cow family, she is a fabulous cow and we are
beginning to gather a handful of her daughters for ourselves to expand
this line. I think the future for “Elaine” is extremely bright and is certainly
a favorite heifer of mine.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 11 to May 25.
Observed bred April 18, ultra sound safe to next cycle, due February
18, 2019.

19

Video

483E

ZDS 483E 1217669 14/01/2017

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
ANCHOR D HERA 105K

If you are only looking for that one female this year that could put you
on the map, then this very well could be your heifer. Every year when
we pick sale heifers, we choose one untouchable, which is our heifer.
“Edwinna’s” sister last year was the chosen one. Her dam “Zeon” is a
cow that has quickly risen to the top in our herd. She is far from the first
cow you notice, but every year when we wean she is always noticed,
due to what she brings in. This cow is a big time producer, and will
no doubt find her way to our donor pen very soon. If cow families and
longevity are important to you then she rocks that category as well,
and boasts extreme calving ease in the pedigree, while excelling in
performance as well. Interestingly enough “Zeon’s” 5 calves to date 4
have been Polled, all from horned sires. “Edwinna” is a smooth Polled
beauty that will be found at the top of the pen sale day.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C - 1135400- March 27 to May 25.
Observed bred April 17, ultra sound safe, due January 27, 2019.

2018 Female sale

9

21

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EMILY

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		

		
ANCHOR D ADRENALINE 127U
		
WILD-WEST
MS XHOSA
		
WILD-WEST MS SETTLER
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

103 lbs
665 lbs
lbs

585E

ZDS 585E 1218472 27/02/2017
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 4R
ANCHOR D LINSAY 127N
VIRGINIA’S PITTSBURGH 41P
DFM KARLA 92K

Although “Emily” is one of the younger heifers, she has been a heifer
that has been ear marked for the sale from a very early age. She has
always stood out in the group displaying style and feminine beauty, while
boasting performance. She profiles as well as any heifer in the group,
and has a different twist to her pedigree compared to many others. This
is a big time heifer that will be extremely productive, and as honest as
they come. These are the type of females I absolutely love to sell, as
you know they will go out and work and look great while getting the job
done, and have the capability of contending with the top in their new
home. Her breeding to “Barbossa” could very well result in a home run
on her very first calf. Rock solid choice here.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 9. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- April
19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January 19, 2019.

Full Sisters
Mackenzie’s cow numbers are where she wants to maintain so she has really pulled out all the stops this year with her 5 consignments. This is a tremendous set of twins, who
had a full sister in last year’s sale going to Nolara Farms, and a full sister by blood that went to Javier Jauregui in Mexico. Their mother is as picture perfect female as you could
possibly make, and looks in mint condition year round. This is a pair of females that will be super easy to breed working with a huge selection of bulls. Analyze this pair they are
plumb good, and you won’t go wrong with either one, or double down and take the pair, they are the right kind.

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

22

Video

88 lbs
606 lbs
900 lbs

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

23

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS BRITTANY

342E

MACS 342E 1204907 05/01/2017

Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C - 1135400- March 27 to May 25.
Observed bred April 17, ultra sound safe, due January 27, 2019.

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
MACKENZIE’S
KISSES 368Z
		
ANCHOR D CANDY 122W
		

Pasture

Treasures

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS CHLOE

344E

MACS 344E 1204908 05/01/2017

Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 9. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- April
19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January 19, 2019.

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D MARIPOSA 49J

Interclub Grand
Champion Breeders
Group

10

75 lbs
630 lbs
859 lbs

Interclub Grand Champion Female

24

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GARRENS EVELYN

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
GARREN’S
CLARABELLE 26A
		
GARREN’S TARA 21X
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

85 lbs
527 lbs
lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

		
NDM MUSKEL 14W
		
BAR
NONE MAINSTREAM
		
BAR NONE FLORENCE
		
		
ABR SIR ARNOLDS IMAGE
		
R.H. PATRICIA
		
ROLLING HILLS MANDY
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

RICHMOND
REGIS
RTJM 83J T507260 31/01/1999
HOCKENHULL MAGNUM
NDM LISA 48H
ARNI 8M
BAR NONE FASHION
SIEGFRIED
ABR SHINAGH VIOLET
BOLD
CREGG FLANNA

For a number of years “Regis” was our go to guy in the heifer pen. He
always supplied us with great calving ease. His calves regardless of
sex were very marketable, and left us several outstanding daughters
for our own program. As you can see our program relies very much on
our walking bull battery, but the past couple of years we have dipped
back in the tank for “Regis”. He typically is very strong on throwing
pigmentation, and making them red. If you want to add an extremely
predictable calving ease bull into your tank that will no doubt produce
marketable calves he is a great choice. Semen is stored at Alta Genetics
and is exportable to the US as well. We will sell 2 lots of 10 straws.

100 lbs
674 lbs
1219 lbs

26

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS ELOUISE

		
BAR NONE MAINSTREAM
		
RICHMOND
REGIS
		
R.H. PATRICIA
		

Video
98 lbs
628 lbs
900 lbs

358E

MACS 358E 1204915 06/01/2017

		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D MACS ELIZABETH
		
ANCHOR D ANGELICA 132Z
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T

“Evelyn” is a family favorite, and ask Grandma & Grandpa who their
favorite cow on the place is and I’m pretty certain they are going to
tell you “Clarabelle”. This is Garren’s lone consignment this year, and
yes she is a little smaller than the rest of the heifers, but has as much
potential as any of them. Her dam unfortunately had a stomach issue
last year, and needed emergency surgery to save her, so “Evelyn” didn’t
get all the groceries she needed. Having said that this is unquestionably
Garren’s #1 cow family and one of the best on the ranch. “Evelyn” is a
sister to “Jezabelle”, the dam of “Gisele”, who no doubt left an impact
at the National YCSA Show. She will be like the little engine that could,
and I promise she will deliver the goods. Don’t pass her by.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25.
Observed bred April 3, ultra sound safe, due January 13, 2019.

25

Exclusive
Semen Offering!

626E

ADR 626E 1218461 15/02/2017

NDM MUSKEL 14W
BAR NONE FLORENCE
ABR SIR ARNOLDS IMAGE
ROLLING HILLS MANDY
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T

This is another of Mackenzie’s heifers, off of one of her top producing
cows, “Angelica”, who happens to be a full sister to “Entourage”.
“Elouise” reminds me very much of an “Arnold’s Image” daughter
in both her body type, and color pattern. If you’ve ever had “Image”
daughters in production, you know how good they can be. About 1 in
every 50 “Regis” calves comes with minimal or no pigmentation, and I
guess it was her turn, regardless this will be an outstanding producing
cow. I expect big things from this female, as she has the lineage on both
sides of the pedigree to produce among the best.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred March 27. Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to observed date, due January
5, 2019.

2018 Female sale

11

RF

FULL FLECKVIEH

VIRGINIA PRECISION

		
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
		
VIRGINIA
RADISON 5Z
		
SS LEGACY 5U FF
		
		
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
		
BROCK
YODA
		
BRK PLAY MATE
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

102 lbs
782 lbs
1286 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ECLYPSE

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D TOMENA 75B
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

84 lbs
605 lbs
928 lbs

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D BAILEY 402B
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

12

Pasture

Treasures

106 lbs
573 lbs
768 lbs

275E

ZDS 275E 1204891 03/01/2017
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y

“Eclypse” is a heifer I have to admit I struggled with putting in the sale.
She is a heifer I feel may get looked over slightly, but has huge potential.
She is a more moderate made female, very smooth fronted, dark red
and beautifully pigmentented. She does lack a little of the horse power
some of the other heifers have, however this will be a female that you
can throw absolute raw power at and she should blow you away time
and time again with what she will produce, while moderating birth
weights, as her pedigree is stacked with calving ease. Let’s see who
has their studying done sale day as “Eclypse” will be a great purchase,
with a super bright future.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25. No
observed breeding, ultra sound safe to early May breeding, due mid
February 2019.

28

Video

MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
RICOCHET PARIS 419P
METRO
GISELA
PORTERHOUSE KAMUS 113K
BROCK MISS LAKEEKA

The first calf crop for “Precision” is officially in the books, and wow
what a job he did. His sire group in this springs bull sale was very
well accepted, siring the 2 high sellers, and ending up with a very
respectable $10,250 average. Pretty darn good I would say, especially
considering his group was mostly from first calving heifers as well. We
were extremely pleased with the quality of calves he produced, as well
as their calving ease and overall growth. This is a bull that has become
a force to be reckoned with in our bull battery. This years’ offering will
feature many services, as well as four direct daughters. They may not
be at the very top of the sale, but I believe they have the potential to
produce near the top themselves. His sons will once again be very
popular next spring as well.

27

Video

16C

VIRS 16C 1135400 19/01/2015

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ETTA

314E

ZDS 314E 1204906 05/01/2017
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

If cow families are important to you, then “Etta” should be on your
shopping list. Her dam is a direct daughter of “Tyra”, who has been
the pillar behind Garren’s cow herd. “Etta” is an extremely long bodied
heifer from a nice moderate made second calver, who ironically had a
full sister that produced a “Precision” bull calf that sold this spring to
the Willsie’s. “Precision” ran a little stronger on bull calves last year,
and this years’ calf crop seems to be a fairly even split. I think much
like “Barbossa” we will appreciate these females that much more in a
couple years when they are in full production. This will be a very honest
brood cow, with a little old school being bred to “Klondike Arnie”.
Something very special could be happening here.
AI’d to Klondike Arnie 250Z -216954- April 12. Exposed to FGAF
Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to
AI, due January 22, 2019.

29

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EQUINOX

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		

		
KFFC HARLEY SOLWAY
		
ANCHOR
D SIERRA 188S
		
ANCHOR D MISS SIERRA 77K
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

92 lbs
555 lbs
937 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELICIA

88 lbs
580 lbs
767 lbs

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ROGER
LORIS
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
ANCHOR D HEBE 108K

“Elicia” is a heifer that grows on me more every day. A moderate made
female, who is laid back, easy keeping, and just pretty darn good. Her ½
sister in last year’s sale was an absolute powerhouse and went to Ferme
Gagnon. She is doing a great job there, and I feel with the pedigree,
cow family, and family history, “Elicia” is destined for greatness herself.
The breeding to “Radioactive” could very well result in a calf that more
than pays for the original investment in one shot.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25.
Observed bred April 10, ultra sound safe, due January 20, 2019.

31

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELLULAH

SIBELLE
AEGON 26C
		

SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
VIRGINIAS RED MARCIANO FF
		
VIRGINIA
MS TALLULAH
		
VIRGINIA MS. NOKIA 10N
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

102 lbs
606 lbs
830 lbs

570E

ZDS 570E 1218442 05/02/2017

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		

Video

562E

ZDS 562E 1218232 31/01/2017

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
ROGANT
		
ANCHOR
D JASMINE 53X
		
ANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111S
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
SOLWAY ADONIS
KFF BILLIE PIRKACH 6316
MFL MEISTER 36Y
ANCHOR D MISS ANTON 40F

The dam of “Equinox” has been a solid producing cow for us for many
years. This year she has produced calf #12 for us, who happens to be a
full sister to “Equinox”, so she became expendable. This cow produced
one of my absolute favorite heifers a few years ago, selling to XRC
Simmentals. “Equinox” may not have the chrome, bells or whistles some
of the others have, but I dare to say she will be a rock solid producer,
that will more than likely out produce herself. Huge potential here. If
you have champagne taste on a wine budget, then check this one out.
We will have to pay for a blood type on this calf as we never seen her
bred, and had to pull “Barbossa” when he got injured, but feel she is
safe to him. Regardless which bull she is bred to this calf will be good.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 19 to May 25. No
observed breeding , ultra sound safe to late March early April breeding,
due early January 2109.

30

Video

377E

ZDS 377E 1204926 07/01/2017

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
IPU BRONSON 19K
DFM JUNI 960J
ANCHOR “T” IMPACT 2H
SPJ LACEY 38L

For this year’s sale, with the exception of “Mr. Gibbs” we tried to have a
representative from every one of our herd bulls in the offering. “Ellulah”
is the lone entry from “Aegon”. We are very pleased with the job he
has done for us. He is a really sound made bull, with great muscle
expression, a deep quarter, easy fleshing, with lots of athleticism,
longevity, and a strong color producer. “Ellulah” is from one of our no
miss cows, who seems to work with a huge variety of bulls. In her 10
natural calves, this is only her third daughter, and all 7 bulls have been
in the bull sale which include 3 that went on to purebred herds. Her only
daughter in production just happens to be the grand dam of “Shazam”,
“Ellulah” is her second daughter, and #3 is at her mom’s side and likely
will stay here on the farm. Long story short, this may be the only chance
to ever buy a daughter from this cow, which happens to be one of our
top producers, and is the only “Aegon” heifer to be sold. Oh look who
she’s bred to as well. MIC DROP!!
AI’d to Starwest Blueprint -800548- March 31. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 9, 2019.

2018 Female sale
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32

FULL FLECKVIEH

FGAF WINDSURFER

		
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
		
ANCHOR
“T” LEGEND 7H
		
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
		

METRO
GISELA
WESTDRUMS ANDREW
ANCHOR “T” FRIEDA 2T
BHR DOORN G629E
MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1H
MRLN ROGAR
NORTHERNLIGHT MISS KESSI

		
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
		
JB
CDN KANANASKIS 4019
		
KOPL MS LAYLA 60L
		

Exclusive
Semen Offering!
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

105 lbs
810 lbs
1391 lbs

We are doing things a little different this year in adding in a few semen
lots. Beings this is the last of the “Windsurfer’s” we felt that offering a
little bit of semen on the old boy would be fitting. “Windsurfer” was a
powerhouse, who left us some extremely marketable bull calves and
some phenomenal females for our own herd. He produced last year’s
second high selling female that sold to Mark Land & Cattle, and if you
remember reading the footnotes you will have seen me mention she was
my pick of the heifers. We had the misfortune of losing “Windsurfer”
2 winters ago, and although he is no longer with us, several daughters
are representing him well, and tend to show a lot of the same great
characteristics of their paternal grand dams, “Kananaskis & Helga”
that right there is a couple of pretty impressive names. We will offer
2 lots of 10 straws on this great old bull. I know he will have as much
influence in the buyers herd as he has had in ours. Semen is stored at
Alta Genetics and is exportable.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS

DIXIE
CHICK 376E
MACS 376E 1204921 06/01/2017

		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
		
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
		
		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR
D DIXIE 347X
		
ANCHOR D SASSY 104S
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

104 lbs
664 lbs
814 lbs

FGAF
WINDSURFER 820Y
		

JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
		
		
RICHMOND REGIS
		
ANCHOR
D RUBY 233U
		
ANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111S
		

14

Pasture

Treasures

97 lbs
663 lbs
913 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELECTRA

		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
KOPL MS LAYLA 60L
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
DORA LEE NATIVE SON
VIRGINIA MS. GERONIMO 69J

First of all I would like to point out what a fabulous name Mackenzie
chose, that’s awesome. “Dixie Chick” comes from one of her old 4-H
cows, and just happens to be a full sister to her last year’s 4-H heifer
“Liberty”. This cow is a true work horse, which produces at or near
the top every time. “Dixie Chick” is wicked good, not much you would
change here. Get ready to deposit some big cheques, this female has bull
producer written all over her. We tend to breed the heifers for calving
ease and I have a philosophy that if they have that first one problem
free, you will likely have a better cow for many years to come. Having
said that I am also greedy, and don’t just want to settle for a calf on the
ground, I want one that is good and competitive. The breeding of this
heifer to “Radioactive” gives me goose bumps, and I would dare say
this is the way we would likely have bred her if she was an old cow as
well. I think the potential of this cross could be a home run.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- April 1 to May 25.
Observed bred April 12, ultra sound safe, due January 22, 2019.
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Video

820Y

FGAF 820Y 742677 20/01/2011

559E

ZDS 559E 1218228 30/01/2017
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
KOPL MS LAYLA 60L
BAR NONE MAINSTREAM
R.H. PATRICIA
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
ANCHOR D HEBE 108K

Momma cow. “Electra” has that stamp on her already, and comes from
the “Saphire” cow family. This is “Ruby’s” final calf, as she was one
of those cows you could always rely on to produce a good one. This
is the same cow family that produced “Kael” who was our high seller
two years ago, going to Canadian Donors. Her bull calf “Outlook” was
this springs second high seller, going to Crossroad Farms and Canadian
Sires. We have a handful of ET calves from “Kael” as well this year
and they are awesome. Nothing overly fancy here, just straight goods.
“Electra” will produce many dollars in her time no doubt in my mind.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 25.
Observed bred March 27, ultra sound safe, due January 5, 2019.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELOISE

		
FGAF SELDOM 835L
		
JNR’S
SALTON
		
JNR’S MARGO 2ND
		

OVERHALL HIVY
RAJ MS ARNOLD 21F
ARNOLD’S EVEREADY E5092
ANCHOR “T” MARGO 50H
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D SARAH 25X
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
BBBG FRANCHESCA 8T

		
ANCHOR D MOLOKA’I 25Z
		
RWR
DESIRE 6C
		
TFL MS RADIUM 52
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

93 lbs
666 lbs
983 lbs

“Eloise” was in and out of the sale so many times I’m certain we made
her dizzy. This is a heifer I truly would love to have kept. She provides
us outcrossed genetics for our own herd, and the “Salton” cattle I
have seen to this point have been very impressive. We purchased her
dam from Red Willow Ranch, and in my opinion, her grand dam is one
of my favorite cows in their whole herd, so when the opportunity was
presented to own a grand daughter, we jumped at it. This is a very stylish
heifer, loaded with pedigree, performance and able to moderate birth
weights in the process. A hell of a cow in the making here, that when
she matures you will be certain to admire that much more.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 25.
Observed bred March 31, ultra sound safe, due January 9, 2019.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EMERALD

		
DOVEA HORST
		
RV
ARISTOTLE 2A
		
BAR 5 PFF ZENA 1206Y
		
		
CROSSROAD VINTAGE 125Z
		
CLEARWATER
CALLISTA 10C
		
CRIMSON MISS TEQUILA FF
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

81 lbs
576 lbs
870 lbs

ANCHOR D ESTELA

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
FSMB
OCEANE 6C
		
BBBG KIMBERLY 1Y
		

77 lbs
549 lbs
759 lbs

HOREX
GABI
BAR 5 P SA EVOLUTION 418S
FGAF PLD ZENA 418T
SOLWAY ADONIS
FTS ENDORA 163P
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
ROLLING ACRES TEQUILA

FULL FLECKVIEH

		
ABR SIR ARNOLDS IMAGE
		
SANMAR
POLLED PHARAO 12P
		
SANMAR POL TEARDROP 12M
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

381E

ZDS 381E 1219258 08/01/2017

Don’t judge a book by its cover. I know a little white here may throw a
few people off, but look beyond there is something special here. For
the true pedigree enthusiasts, find another with this genetic blend, it
will be a very short list I promise. We purchased her dam as a bred
from Clearwater Simmentals, and I am confident in saying she could
have been the buy that fall. WOW, what a beautiful female. I have huge
expectations of this young cow and am truly excited to see what she
produces for us in the future. I have a feeling that “Emerald” may truly be
the diamond in the rough, and I think she has tons of potential. Sharpen
your pencil, and see if she figures into your plans.
Exposed to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- March 27 to April 18.
Observed bred April 1. Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to April 1 breeding, due January
10, 2109.
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Video

494E

ZDS 494E 1219283 15/01/2017

426E

ZDS 426E 1217648 11/01/2017
SIEGFRIED
ABR SHINAGH VIOLET
DAY HASALZ 732G
DAYTON’S POLLED TEARDROP
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
CEN LAREDO 519L
DFM KIMBERLY 99K

As you can see with these last three heifers, they are all from first
calving heifers we purchased. They all add a different twist to our
program genetically, which makes them a bit hard to part with as well.
“Estela” comes from a very nice young female we bought from Boisvert
Simmentals in Quebec. I haven’t seen a lot of “Pharao” cattle around, but
the ones I have seen I have been super impressed with. They appear to
be tremendously broody, easy fleshing and hard working. I think he is a
bull that is a bit of a well-kept secret. We haven’t seen huge numbers of
offspring here in the west, but several in the east. He provides calving
ease for sure, and the luxury of the polled factor, but I feel his greatest
quality may very well be the daughters he produces. I have a feeling
this heifer is going to do some big things.
AI’d to Anchor D Venom 111W –P716203- April 12. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- April 19 to May 25. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 22, 2019.
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Anchor D Unique 19U

TREASURE LOT

Anchor D Saphire 111S

We have gotten away from doing the “Treasure Lot” the last few years, however
it will resurface again this year, but with a whole new twist. No guessing as to
what it is this time, but it will require some homework. We have decided to offer
something that we have never done before, and quite honestly comes right
from the heart of our herd. We will offer the opportunity to dip into our tank and
choose 3 embryos from ANY combination you choose. That’s right, ANY cow you
choose. Cows like “Star Gazer” “Dorothy Jane” “Desiree” “Fergie” “Emma”
“Elexis” “Molly”, they all still have inventory, but there are also the new kids on
the block like “Saphire” “Precious” “Unique” “Martini” to name a few, and many
more. Much of the guess work is done, but certainly if you have a favorite cow
on our place inquire, there may be an opportunity to dip into those genetics as
well. Tried, tested and proven, it’s all there. Purebred, Fullblood or Full Fleckvieh
there is something for everyone. Anyone requesting an inventory, please call
prior to the sale, and an updated list will be provided. We ask that the pick is
done by the end of December, and also keep in mind this is a work in progress,
as cows will be in the flush program currently. We will offer 3 embryos of your
choice guaranteeing one pregnancy (if using a certified embryologist), however
keep in mind many of these cows are gone so we can’t guarantee replacement
on the identical mating if a pregnancy isn’t obtained. Mix and match, that’s your
call. Some embryos are exportable, ask for details if required. This is a golden
opportunity that likely will never be offered again. Have fun!

Jericos Dorothy Jane 1D
FGAF Precious Thing 402T
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D TONITA

		
SALERIKA EVAN
		
BAR
5 SA EVAN 440L
		
AI-AI SISKA
		
		
LATCO GOLD II
		
BAR 5 SA IRENE II 810P
		
JAHDAL IRENE
		

Video
Exclusive
Flush Offering!
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

95 lbs
lbs
lbs

MON-BIJOU PIONA 84
DAN-JACO ERMA 81
RU-DEV JIM
AI-AI SIENA
SIMLEE GOLDMAR
HOMAN DIRIGENT-POP
SALERIKA MIVAN 2DE
JAHDAL ISA

“Tonita” has led an exciting life. She was sold as a bred heifer in our
production sale in 2008 where she was the high selling bred heifer
going to Prospect Hill in Ontario. She then sold in their dispersal sale
as one of their high sellers to Bar 5. We purchased her back in their
dispersal and added her directly into our donor pen. Her first calves
for us will be weaned this fall and although they are small in numbers
they are high in quality. We are going to offer the opportunity to flush
her to the bull of your choice guaranteeing 6 embryos, anything over
10 will be split equally with Anchor D. She is no spring chicken, but still
looks incredibly good for her age. She is royally bred, being sired by the
great old “Evan” bull, which has done a bang up job for the industry,
and her dam is none other than “Irene” the $36,000 high selling heifer
calf we syndicated on with Buzzard Hollow & Bouchard. Flush will be
done by Janzen – Brogen / DRI and if the buyer so chooses we will
supply semen on any Anchor D herd bull, or you can supply your own,
the choice is yours. Anchor D will pay for the cost of the flush, and
will make the embryos exportable if required. Ready to flush this fall.

40

POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D DAPHINE

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

16

Pasture

Treasures

102 lbs
630 lbs
905 lbs

214D

ZDS 214D PG1219263 31/12/2016

		
KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
		
SWAN
LAKE BIG RED 85B
		
SWAN LAKE LILI 115Z
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D AUTOBAHN
		
DOUBLE BAR D CELINE 244B
		
DOUBLE BAR D CELINE 11U
		

Video

34T

ZDS 34T T690864 10/01/2007

IPU RED WESTERN 49X
KWA MS ROCK 14X
LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
DOUBLE BAR D LILI 62R
DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
MRLN JOSCELINE
FGAF MASAIL 307S
DOUBLE BAR D CELINE 221S

A family favorite in “Daphine”. Every year there is that one heifer that
just thinks she should become a pet, and this year it’s “Daphine”.
This is a heifer that will be a solid bull producer. She is from a heifer
we purchased from Double Bar D as a bred, from one of their feature
cows. She offers the unique blend of Fleckvieh & Red genetics to
complement one another. This is a beautiful long spined female with
a very strong top, a very feminine front end and will no doubt have a
beautiful udder. She has tons of personality, and I am certain she will
become a favorite at your farm much like she has become one here.
She will be a money maker.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred April 7, ultra sound safe, due January 17, 2019.
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POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D EVA

		
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
		
LFE
KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
		

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE KATARINA 614H
LFE BRAVE 307T
LFE SPIKE 19M
BBS RED CANADIAN L24
ANCHOR D RED LOU 252R

		
LFE WOLFMAN 395X
		
ANCHOR
D BRITTA 67B
		
ANCHOR D EMMY LOU 99T
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

98 lbs
580 lbs
778 lbs

Much like the Fullblood heifers, we kept things pretty simple with
the breeding program. As you can see all the Purebred heifers have
been exposed to “Admiral”. We were very impressed with his calving
ease. His calves certainly started out small, but appear to be making
a move now. “Eva” is a heifer we are extremely high on. This is a very
capacious heifer, with a deep chest floor, and tons of red meat. She will
be extremely easy keeping, and comes from a very solid producing cow
family. I can’t say enough good things about our “Louie” daughters. His
offspring were extremely easy to market, as they supplied calving ease,
but more importantly they were the right kind. “Louie” unfortunately
broke his leg, and with no semen in the bank there may only be a few
sold next year if any.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred April 7 & April 23, ultra sound safe to April 23, due
February 2, 2019.
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POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D WHITBY

		
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
		
LFE
KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
		
		
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
		
ANCHOR D WHITBY 46W
		
ANCHOR D SADIE 45S
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

102 lbs
528 lbs
826 lbs

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE KATARINA 614H
PRL MAGNITUDE 362M
PRL MAIDEN 331M
DORA LEE NATIVE SON
MS PRL HESHKA 478H

HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D ESTHER

		
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
		
LFE
KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
		

557E

ZDS 557E PG1218216 27/01/2017

		
HARVIE BOONDOCK 12Z
		
ANCHOR
D BLACK BETTY 240C
		
PRL MACENTA 219M
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

46E

ZDS 46E PG1217723 23/01/2017

“Whitby” is another heifer that I just see bull producer written all over
her. This is a tanky made female that is just plain good. We have a full
sister producing in our herd, and comes from a very good old Fleckvieh
cow family. When we started developing our Purebred program we
started with a core of solid Fleckvieh cows that we had already built a
program around on the Fullblood side, so I am extremely confident in
saying she will be a bull producer, but leave wicked good females in the
process as well. This is the same cow family that produced lot #15 & #16,
so as you can see this is no accident, she is bred to deliver the goods.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. No observed breeding vet feels she is bred late March, ultra sound
safe, due early January 2019.
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Video

454E

ZDS 454E PG1217654 12-01-17

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
TNT TOP GUN R244
LFE KATARINA 614H
DESTINY BUCKEYE
JDF PEPSI 61U
HOOK’S ROBIN HOOD 5G
PRL KELTY 230K

“Esther” is a dark red female that has really popped out in the pen ever
since she was a baby. She comes from a real good old producing cow
family, and I can honestly say the handful of “Robin Hood” cows we had
always delivered time and time again. “Esther” has the added bonus of
being Homozygous Polled, and is already starting to lay down an udder.
There will be no lack of milk in this pedigree, should be fairly moderate
framed, and should be very easy fleshing. Lots of calving ease stacked
up in this pedigree as well. Her offspring will be highly marketable.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred March 30, ultra sound safe, due early January 8, 2019.

89 lbs
637 lbs
920 lbs

2018 Female sale
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POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D MISS

		
TNT 90 PROOF Z401
		
WFL
WESTCOTT 24C
		
WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
		
		
HOOK’S ROBIN HOOD 5G
		
PRL
MACENTA 219M
		
PRL KELTY 230K
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

99 lbs
547 lbs
841 lbs

102 lbs
647 lbs
853 lbs

		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D GLACIER 702C
		
ANCHOR D VERNA 702W
		

		
PARKHILL REDWINE 105L
		
MISS
PARKHILL 114R
		
MISS PARKHILL 22H
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

18

Pasture

Treasures

83 lbs
556 lbs
858 lbs

548E

ZDS 548E PG1217719 22/01/2017
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N
LFE RED HEMI 391N
BBN MS RED N GOOD 117K
MCC SIRLOIN 36G
MISS PARKHILL 35K

“Elita” is the first of the “Glacier” daughters. He was our high selling
Purebred bull a couple years ago, selling to Soderglen Ranches. We
really appreciate the strong working relationship we have with them and
used “Glacier” for our winter breeding, as they are a summer breeding
program. I liked the bull calves we sold off of him this spring, however I
feel his greatest strength will be in the daughters he produces. “Elita”
is a heifer that has risen to the top of her class early on. I noticed this
heifer at her dams’ side, and she has only kept getting stronger. This
is a well sculpted heifer that combines power with refinement and
femininity. She should be a female that can be mated with a huge
variety of bulls and consistently produce. This is a much better heifer
than her picture indicates.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred April 6, ultra sound safe, due January 16, 2019.
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Video

POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D ELITA

		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D GLACIER 702C
		
ANCHOR D VERNA 702W
		
		
LFE RS LEWIS 405R
		
MISS PARKHILL 157X
		
MISS PARKHILL 8M
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT MISS S17
R PLUS REDGE 8018U
WFL RED LICIOUS
MV RED LIGHT 406
HOOK’S PASSION 132E
PORTERHOUSE GLACIER 463G
MS PRL NEW DIMENSION 235D

I have to admit I dropped the ball a bit on the creative names this
year. There are 2 red baldie heifers in the sale this year that I actually
thought we would probably keep, and I was getting close to being done
registering calves and they ended up with a very generic name. This
is the very last daughter from our good old “Macenta” cow, same cow
family as the previous lot. She is our only “Westcott” in the sale, and I
am very happy with our “Westcott” cattle. No they aren’t fancy clean
fronted show cattle, but they are feedlot friendly rancher cattle that will
do a lot of good things in the industry. This will be a very steady producer
that you won’t break the bank to own, but will be a great brood cow.
There will be big returns here for dollars invested.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. No observed breeding vet feels she is bred mid April, ultra sound
safe, due late January early February 2019.
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Video

385E

ZDS 385E PG1204930 08/01/2017

POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D MISS

373E

ZDS 373E PG1204924 07/01/2017
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N
MCC SIRLOIN 36G
NLC G47 GERRY
SPRING VALLEY D880
MISS PARKHILL 17A

Here is the other very unoriginal name. “373E” is a heifer that I really
feel will totally out produce herself. She is an extremely quiet long
bodied female from a very steady producing cow we bought from
Parkhill Ranches, who always moderates birth weight and gives us a
real honest calf. She is a 13 year old cow that looks very youthful and
is absolutely as sound as they come. Like I mentioned before this is a
heifer we had originally thought of keeping due to the fact she is fairly
plain to look at, nothing extreme in any way but just honest. Having
said that she is a heifer that should fit in everyone’s budget, and be
very productive and be a money maker for many years to come. The
breeding to “Admiral” should result in a moderate birth weight calf that
should cross well on her.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred April 3, ultra sound safe, due January 13, 2019.
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HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D ENALIA

		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D GLACIER 702C
		
ANCHOR D VERNA 702W
		

DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
NLC GOOD A NUFF 33G
MISS ARNOLD H5802

		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR
D ANALIA 178C
		
MISS ARNOLD L2642
		

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

“Enalia” is the first of the black heifers this year, and is a heifer I grow
to appreciate more every day. Her dam is a very nice young “Louie”
daughter from a fabulous old Arnold Brother cow. There is a lot of
performance in this pedigree, and I think this will be a female with a
very bright future. She is really long bodied, smooth fronted, and will
develop into an impressive mature cow. As I mentioned before on these
“Glacier” cattle I think they will be outstanding productive females,
backed with a stellar cow family. This is just a real solid made heifer.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred April 6, ultra sound safe, due January 16, 2019.

85 lbs
576 lbs
914 lbs
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HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D ELGA

Video
85 lbs
607 lbs
850 lbs

DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N
STF STARQUEST N114
RAINALTA RED LASS 13G
BBS RED CANADIAN L24
PRL MACENTA 219M

If you were to have asked me last fall if I was selling this heifer I would
have most likely told you no. I had full intentions on keeping her, as she
was a little smaller at weaning time, being a twin, a little younger, and
the last calf from one of our extremely good old purebred cows. “Elga”
comes from the “Macenta” cow family, who as you can see 3 of our
10 purebreds come from this cow family. I like everything about this
moderate made female. She is easy fleshing has a great disposition,
lots of hair big topped great feet and legs and yes a great cow family.
She is bred a bit later for our program, for others is perfect. I think this
heifer has huge potential and will leave a void in our pen.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred May 3, ultra sound safe, due February 13, 2019.
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NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
		
KUNTZ
SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
MISS R PLUS 7037T
		

HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

108 lbs
707 lbs
1011 lbs

ANCHOR D BLITZ

84D

ZDS 84D BPG1204789 24/12/2016

		
CAS SONIC BOOM 1S
		
MISS
PARKHILL BARB 118Y
		
BAR 40 MS 589S
		

Video

574E

ZDS 574E BPG1218447 08/02/2017

		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D GLACIER 702C
		
ANCHOR D VERNA 702W
		
		
IPU RED GALAXY 97S
		
ANCHOR D MERLOT 14W
		
ANCHOR D SHIRAZ 139S
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

278E

ZDS 278E BPG1204890 03/01/2017

LFE ROCK SOLID 366P
NCB BODACIOUS 91H
R PLUS 4012P
MISS R PLUS 3281N
TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137
MADER FIRST IMPRESSION32L
CNS DREAM ON L186
BAR 40 MS 226M

Our last lot, and I left a powerhouse until the end. I am a huge “Super
Duty” fan. “Blitz” comes from a highly productive Parkhill cow, which
happens to be the dam of their herd bull, “Beowulf”. This is a female
that will have limitless power and production. I think the mating of
“Admiral” to her should work very well. I would breed her to something
moderate with a moderate birth weight and just see what happens. This
one could hit a home run multiple times. Big beautiful and stylish are
all words that could be used to describe her. Her dam has produced
another powerhouse this year, and is no stranger to having her calves
at the front of the pack.
Exposed to Double Bar D Admiral 446D –PG1176505- March 27 to May
25. Observed bred March 31, ultra sound safe, due January 10, 2019.
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Guest Consignor
Stout Brothers Simmentals

50

FULL FLECKVIEH

STBS SUSANNA

		
ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
		
JDF
GOLD DIGGER 8A
		
JAYDAWN PETRA 904W
		
		
RICOCHET BARELY LEGAL
		
STBS
SIMPLY SUE 116D
		
STBS CURLY SUE 44X
		

BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

80 lbs
na
na

42F

STBS 42F 1246161 07/01/2018
HEMR SAMURAI 7S
DORA LEE ELEXIS
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
KIMLAKE PETRA 739T
VIRGINIAS TACOMA
RICOCHET URSA 832U
STBS ULYSSES 42U
RIVERBEND POF SUZIE 62S

Susanna is a moderate framed female that we believe will grow into a
very versatile cow. Her mother is our number one ranked first calver
with a remarkable udder. You can expect the same with Susanna, the
Gold Digger females in production are phenomenal. Backed by arguably
our most consistent cow family Susanna is sure to impress. It is not a
coincidence that an outstanding heifer from the this cow family sold a
couple years ago at this sale to the good people at Little Critter Ranch.

51

FULL FLECKVIEH

STBS ANNETTE

8E

STBS 8E 1246160 29/12/2017

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
CFFS OPEN RANGE 860Y
		
MS JMC KERSTIN K404
		
		
OAKVIEW TITAN 20Y
		
B
BAR C DENAE
		
B BAR C ALBERTA
		

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
HAFKE
GREAT GUNS LILLI-MARLEN
GIBBONS JEREMIAH
OAKVIEW MISS SADIE 20S
JNR GRATUITY
B BAR C WHITNEY

Annette came to us in calf from a very good B Bar C female we
purchased out of the Jewels and Diamonds sale last fall and we
couldn’t be happier with the pair. We had already purchased a maternal
sister and we liked her so well we had to get our hands on another.
To say we place a great deal in cow families around here would be an
understatement! If “Denae’s” first try is any indication what she can
produce she will raise her fair share of the good ones. Annette will
mature into a soft sided broody cow that will know doubt do the same.
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

70 lbs
na
na

52

FULL FLECKVIEH

BEE DELORISS

		
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
		
DOUBLE
BAR D UNITED 176A
		
MFI PETRA 4077
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
BEE
SHE’S NO ANGEL 231Y
		
BEECH BRO SHE DEVIL 12S
		

620D

BEE 620D 1181787 07/01/2016
BOLD
MFL PETRA 95P
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
MFI PETRA 1053
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
BHR THREE SIXES SA L666E
EAGLE-RIDGE PATRICIA 25P

Offering 3 or 5 embryos off sire of choice

Exclusive
Embryo Offering!
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW
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103 lbs
na
na

Here is an exciting opportunity to add the influence a young donor who
promises to play a significant role in our breeding programs, and as we
believe, the fleckvieh industry as a whole. Deloriss was admired right
from birth for her powerful makeup and tying together many important
traits. She combines length of body with unparalleled capacity through
her middle and extension through her front end. As she has matured,
she has developed a correct udder and stands on a set of large feet.
Genetically she intrigues with a long list of influential sires and donors.
This is a chance to choose the sire you would like to cross her with;
go with polled, go with proven or go with new and exciting. Deloriss
has the tools to work with a variety of bulls. All flushing costs will be
covered by us. Flush to be completed prior to Jan 15, 2019.

Guest Consignor - Parkhill Ranch

53

POLLED 3/4 BLOOD

MISS PARKHILL HELEN

18E

PHR 18E PRS1239327 19/01/2017

		
LFE STRAIT UP 454W
		
PARKHILL
RED EDGE 39Y
		
ANDI MS LOVEBUG 9053W
		

LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RS AMBER 216T
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
TLSS LOVEBUG 10M
MCC SIRLOIN 36G
NLC G47 GERRY

		
PARKHILL REDWINE 105L
		
MISS
PARKHILL 77T
		
SIMMENTAL/SIMMENTAL
		

AI’d to WHR Limitless March 29, preg tested safe Aug 15,
due January 8, 2019

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

89 lbs
615 lbs
lbs

We welcome Les back into our sale again this year, and really enjoy
working with him. We have had a number of Parkhill cattle in our own
herd over the years, and they are highly productive low maintenance,
profitable cattle. The 3 heifers he consigns this year are very
complimentary to each other. All deep bodied dark red females with
lots of hair and appear to be very honest brood cows in the making. I
am very impressed with the job their sire “Parkhill Red Edge 39Y” has
done, as he has certainly stamped them the same. All three were AI’d
the same to “Limitless” so be assured there should be no calving issues
there. Good solid heifers.

54

POLLED PUREBRED

MISS PARKHILL POLLY

		
LFE STRAIT UP 454W
		
PARKHILL RED EDGE 39Y
		
ANDI MS LOVEBUG 9053W
		
		
BBS ZIMA D55
		
MISS
PARKHILL ZIMA 37Z
		
MISS PARKHILL 9W
		

37E

PHR 37E PG1239335 14/02/2017
LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RS AMBER 216T
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
TLSS LOVEBUG 10M
RED CADILLAC ZU95
MISS PELTZ N55
PARKHILL PISCES
MISS PARKHILL L229

AI’d to WHR Limitless March 30, preg tested safe Aug 15,
due January 9, 2019

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

95 lbs
692 lbs
lbs

55

POLLED PUREBRED

MISS PARKHILL QUINCE

39E

PHR 39E PG1239336 16/02/2017

		
LFE STRAIT UP 454W
		
PARKHILL
RED EDGE 39Y
		
ANDI MS LOVEBUG 9053W
		
		
LFE BS LEWIS 3079X
		
MISS
PARKHILL MOLLI
		
MISS PARKHILL MARIAH 65W
		

LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RS AMBER 216T
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
TLSS LOVEBUG 10M
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE DAKOTA 15N
LFE RS LEWIS 405R
MISS PARKHILL 21K

AI’d to WHR Limitless March 30, preg tested safe Aug 15,
due January 9, 2019

Video
BW
Adj. WW
Adj. YW

89 lbs
635 lbs
lbs
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Guest Consignor
Silver Smith Farms Ltd

56

MOES SANE

Sire of Lot 56
Dam of Lot 56

Sired by our new herdsire ‘Steakhouse’, his first group of bull calves
were extremely well received by our commercial customers at our bull
sale this spring, with the 6 of them averaging over $9K. He is a very
aggressive breeder who sires very moderate calves at birth, and are
vigorous with lots of grow later on. Steakhouse was mothered by a top
end blaze faced matron who we really appreciated for her mass, udder
quality, and broodiness when we toured Paul Abrams good cowherd
and selected Steakhouse.
Bred early to our cherry red calving ease specialist, a son of Rimrock,
we purchased this bull for his calving ease pedigree and smoothness.
He bred 30 heifers for us in 42 days this spring, another attribute very
important to us. Exposed to Mr Camden 5E from April 2-May 15, safe
to very early exposure.

MOES SIDECAR

Sire of Lot 57

POLLED PUREBRED

STAR 674E

BW 74 lbs MOE 674E PG1244799 29/01/2017

		
LFE TOMCAT 389X
		
WFL
MR WESTWAY 10Z
		
WFL BLACK NANCY 1001X
		

Dam of Lot 57

R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X
IPU RED BARONESS 1T
TNT GUNNER N208
OUTBACK RED SUNSET 24R
YR KING RANCH 13S
PROGRESSIVE PRIM N PROPER
NORTHSKY RED ACE 39K
MAPPIN’S 28U CELESTIAL34J

A powerfully made solid red female who is a deep-bodied, big-haired,
bull maker. I may be crazy for letting this sweetheart go. A different
pedigree for many on the bottom side with a shot of fleck way in the
back, the King Ranch cows have been top end bull producers for us.

57

		
MAPPIN’S ROCK STAR 172S
		
MAPPINS
KANSAS STAR 675X
		
MAPPIN KANSAS 775N
		

LFE DREAMING RED 503S
LFE RS AMBER 198T
R PLUS REDGE 8018U
WFL MISS WESTWAY 5N
STF STARQUEST N114
MAPPIN RED RIOT 1722N
SOUTH-HOLDEN KANSAS41E41J
MAPPIN’S LEGACY 575L

These cherry red, moderate framed Tom daughters really produce right
off the bat. Sidecar Star is a deep bodied, big ribbed gal, with muscle
shape and that bull maker look about her. We have several young Tom
daughters working in our herd and are excited about their current and
potential production.
Mothered by a larger framed, big bodied Rockstar daughter. The
Rockstar cows are some of our best bull makers, as they are large
volumed, easy fleshing and are good mothers and milkers.
Bred April 11 to CDI Rimrock 325Z, and safe in our vet’s opinion. Exposed
to Mr Camden 5E April 15-May 15.

58

MOES DIRTY

POLLED PUREBRED

MARTINI 532E

BW 94 lbs MOE 532E PG1244804 26/02/2017

		
NCB COBRA 47Y
		
DEEG
VENOM 43C
		
DEEG MS 13Z
		
		
VIRGINIA REDCARPET
		
MAPPINS DIRTY HARRIETTE
		
MAPPINS LADY NERO 534W
		
Sire of Lot 58

ASYLUM 88E

BW 80 lbs MOE 88E PG1244798 26/01/2017

		
R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z
		
OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE 104C
		
OUTBACK RED SUN RISE 18W
		
		
YR KING RANCH 55W
		
MOES ASYLUM 81Y
		
MOES RED CELESTIAL 18P
		

Service Sire of Lot 56

POLLED PUREBRED

LFE VIPER 455U
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
MUIRHEADS BULL 60X
BLCC MISS DYNAMITE 33S
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
WFL RED DOLL 517H
FSP NERO 15N
MAPPIN’S LEGACY 533L

A solid Venom daughter who is hard to fault-big middled, clean fronted
with that big Cobra foot under her, she is another one that will lay
down and have bull calves that will be very marketable. Mothered by
a massive bodied, super uddered solid cherry red cow that has a top
end bull calf on her this year.
Sired by Venom, Deeg’s high selling bull a few years back. Venom is a
massive individual with a great disposition and exceptional foot quality.
His first bulls to sell this past spring were extremely well received, with
the 10 sons offered averaging over $9k.
Bred April 10 to CDI Rimrock 325Z, and safe to that date in our Vet’s
opinion. Exposed to Mr Camden 5E April 15-May 15.
Service Sire of Lots 57, 58 & 59
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59

MOES VA

LFE VIPER 455U
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
MUIRHEADS BULL 60X
BLCC MISS DYNAMITE 33S
TNT GUNNER N208
ZSL MISS RED SELECT 42T
RED BARON HR P101
LBR REDLITE 12N

		
NUG QUINCEY 69W
		
NUG
MISS 90Z
		
NUG TRENA 32X
		

Sire of Lot 59

VA VOOM 91E

BW 82 lbs MOE 91E PG1244805 02/02/2017

		
NCB COBRA 47Y
		
DEEG
VENOM 43C
		
DEEG MS 13Z
		

Dam of Lot 59

POLLED PUREBRED

The second of the two Venom daughters, and patterns so closely to her
sister. Big ribbed, and clean fronted, this lady has what it takes to be
a front pasture female. With another different pedigree on the bottom
side, being mothered by an easy keeping Maxwell bred cow, who is
cherry red with a great udder.
Venom stamped his daughters with muscle shape, rib and that big good
foot. His bulls are outstanding individuals that commercial cattlemen
really appreciate, but I think Venom’s strength will be in his daughters.
If the Cobra Event is any indication, Cobra influenced females are in
demand.
Bred April 10 to the calving ease specialist, CDI Rimrock 325Z, and
safe to that date in our Vet’s opinion. Exposed to Mr Camden 5E April
15-May 15.

60

MOES SHOOTER

POLLED PUREBRED

GIRL 184F

BW 75 lbs MOE 184F PG1246075 10/01/2018

		
RC STINGER 072K
		
TNT
GUNNER N208
		
TNT MISS HONEY L9
		
		
WFL AMMUNITION 8B
		
MOES ROCKIN AMMO 185D
		
MAPPINS GUNS R ROCKIN
		

CCR GRIFFEY
MISS RC 600U 501F
JF NEW DIMENSION 903J
TNT MISS ALLIE J1
R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z
WFL BLACK NELL 1062X
MOES SON OF A GUNNER 816X
MAPPINS RHINESTONE ROCK

Dam of Lot 60

We thought it may be fun to bring a heifer calf to the sale to represent
the up and comer’s, and Shooter Girl was the favorite to represent
the 2018 calf crop. Our program is built around tried and true, proven
genetics that work in our less than perfect environment of harsh winters
and dry summers, and this girl shows what can be done on hard grass
in Eastern Alberta-Absolutely no grain has been fed to this calf, only
her mother’s milk and native grass, so buy with confidence that what
you see, is what you get.
Sired by none other than Gunner; We bred a handful of heifers to Gunner,
hoping for some females as we all know what tremendous cows these
Gunner cows are.
Mothered by an outstanding 1st calver Ammunition cow, who was my
favorite as a bred heifer. Deep bodied, extremely good uddered and an
excellent producer who has a bright future ahead of her.

Guest Consignor
Rivers Edge Ranch

61

POLLED PUREBRED

RIVERS EDGE EMERALD

173E

BW 88 lbs RER 173E PG1200163 02/01/2017

		
LFE WOLFMAN 395X
		
ANCHOR
D SONIC 139A
		
ANCHOR D SHIRAZ 139S
		
		
MAJESTIC SPECIALIST 27A
		
RIVERSEDGE
CLEOPATRA 159C
		
TYS ECHO 312Z
		

LFE BRAVE 307T
LFE SPIKE 19M
BBS RED CANADIAN L24
PRL MACENTA 219M
IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T
ANKONY MISS CANDACE U056
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
TYMARC ECHO 81U

Along with WAG Cattle Co. we bought, Anchor D Sonic a few years back
to be our leading Herd Sire. We now have several Sonic females walking
our pastures, so we decided that this would be the female to kick off our
first heifer to sell. Emerald is our top red heifer this year, with capacity,
leg and length of spine, great disposition and should carry the calving
ease traits of Sonic. Excellent udders go 3 deep Emerald’s lineage.
AI’D March 13 MRL Sleep Easy 140D, exposure WAG Countdown 51C
March 20- May 1st.
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Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
Box 1638
Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0

8329578

Pasture
2018

Friday, October

12 - 7 p.m.

at Anchor D Ranch - Rimbey, Alberta
Agenda:
1:00
5:30

Sale Cattle Viewing
Customer Appreciation
Supper with Corn Roast
7:00 Pasture Treasures Sale

6

FLECKVIEH • PUREBREDS
SEMEN LOTS - EMBRYOS
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EDWINA

PAPARAZZI

Polled
Full Fleckvieh

Full Fleckvieh

ALLEGRO
Full Fleckvieh

Mark your Calendar for the
Genetic Edge Bull Sale
February 8, 2019

Rg Rd #21

Hwy 20

Anchor D Ranch
TWP Rd #433A

Hwy 53
Rimbey
From Rimbey 1 1/2 miles North on Hwy #20,
3 miles East on Hwy 53, 3 1/2 miles North on
Rg Rd #21, 1/4 mile East on Twp Rd #433A

www.anchordranch.com

View catalogue with ONLINE VIDEOS at

TERMS & CONDITIONS

TERMS: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable in Canadian Funds at par
immediately following the sale. The right of owenrship shall not pass until after
settlement is made. All settlements must be made before any livestock will be released.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY: After settlement has been made the buyer will be
provided with the proper registration papers, duly transferred on the record of the
Canadian Simmental Association. Further transfer to the herd books of other countries
shall be at the buyers expense.
DELIVERY: Delivery will be made to purchasers in Central Regions of Western Canada,
at the convenience of Anchor D Ranch, and buyers risk. Any animals going to other
areas, trucking will be arranged by Anchor D Ranch at cost.

FLECKVIEH STATUS: Full Fleckvieh will be considered asFullblood cattle tracing back to a minimum of
5 generations of German or Austrian heritage. It is recommended if further research is required to check
with the Canadian Simmental Association and no assumption of Fleckvieh heritage will be guaranteed
by neither consignor or the CSA.
BREEDERS GUARANTEE: Standard terms set forth by the Canadian Simmental Association, with the
exception where any animal is subject to any hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the
sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.
ACCIDENTS: Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither
the sales staff, auctioneer or Anchor D Ranch or consignors assumes any responsibility in the matter
and disclaims any liability, legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss or property.

